WHO’S GOOGLING WHAT?
What Internet Searches Reveal about Hurricane
Information Seeking
by

K athleen Sherman-Morris, Jason Senkbeil, and Robert Carver

Search data from Google Trends and Insights coupled with web traffic data from Weather
Underground can estimate public interest in hurricane information and inform the
communication of weather messages.

I

ndividuals facing a hazard often seek additional
information before making a decision such as
whether to evacuate or take shelter (Mileti and Darlington 1997). For example, confirmatory information
from the media on the nature of the threat associated
with Hurricanes Fran and Bertha in 1996 may have
had more impact on ev\acuation than the initial
official evacuation orders (Dow and Cutter 1998).
Initial information about the event can also serve as
a stimulus to motivate individuals to formulate their
risk perception about the event (Fitzpatrick and Mileti
1991). Studies have shown that storm characteristics
such as severity and relative location are important
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(Zhang et al. 2007), sometimes even the most important factors in the evacuation decision making
process (Dow and Cutter 1998; Smith and McCarty
2009). When forming opinions about a hurricane’s
severity and formulating their personal risk perception, individuals consult a number of other sources
ranging from mass media to friends and relatives.
To understand hurricane response, it is important
to have a better understanding of how people obtain
information (Dash and Gladwin 2007) and how media
and internet sources shape this risk perception.
Much is known about what sources individuals
report using during a hurricane. Several studies have
demonstrated the importance of information sources
such as local media, The Weather Channel, or the
National Hurricane Center (NHC) (Dow and Cutter
1998; Zhang et al. 2007; United States Army Corps
of Engineers 2010). In research on Hurricane Rita,
Zhang et al. (2007) showed that respondents used,
on average, 4.4 of the 8 sources they were given to
choose from. In addition to using multiple sources,
more than half of the respondents in the Hurricane
Rita study reported checking the forecast “constantly”
in the one to two days before landfall. Other hazards
elicit similar information-seeking response. Research
on the Oklahoma City tornado of 1999 indicated
that individuals heard the warning from more than
one source and that they sought additional informaaugust 2011
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tion following the warning in order to adjust the
rapidity of their evacuation behavior (Hammer and
Schmidlin 2002). Although surveys frequently ask
individuals to choose from a list of media sources as
being useful to them during a hurricane, the choices
are often general, and only recently have they begun
to ask for greater detail in online media used (e.g.,
A. Schumacher et al. 2008, report submitted to the
Natural Hazards Center; Sherman-Morris et al.
2010). Most of the literature does not distinguish
among more than a few online resources. One recent
study utilized clickstream data, which is a record
of the actual sites a web browser visits, to track use
of weather websites during Hurricane Katrina (Lee
et al. 2009). This study grouped all weather websites
together, indicating a number of usage behaviors for
these websites prior to a hurricane landfall. These
behaviors included diurnal variation in usage, an
increase in usage with warnings and increased threat,
and a tendency for usage to remain higher after landfall (Lee et al. 2009). Apart from the use of weather
websites in general, questions remain about what
prompts individuals to go online during hazardous
weather, or what they might look for if they do not
have a favorite site in mind.
Often, when individuals want more information
about a topic they are not familiar with, they turn
to a search engine such as Google. According to
Nielsen data reported by technology website CNET
(Whitney 2009), Google captured 64.6% of the
market share of search engine users (accounting for
nearly 7 billion searches). It is therefore likely that
at least a portion of hurricane information seekers
have used Google. By using publicly available data
on Google searches, we can better understand what
prompts individuals to seek additional hurricane
information. Data are publicly available in the form
of Google Trends, Google Hot Trends, and Google
Insights, which track the frequency of specific
Google internet searches.
Researchers at Google have used trends in flurelated search terms to track influenza outbreaks with
as short a time lag as one day (Ginsberg et al. 2009).
Other research by Google shows that search terms
may also indicate economic fluctuations in certain
industries more quickly than monthly government
data (Choi and Varian 2009). It seems likely, therefore, that Google searches would be able to provide
information that could capture the public’s attention
to hurricane forecasts. While Google researchers
performed the analysis on these studies, a limited
amount of Google’s search volume data is available
for outside researchers to examine.
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This paper uses three types of publically available
Google data—Google Trends, Google Insights, and
Google Hot Trends—to illustrate what knowledge
can be gleaned from hurricane-related searches.
Specifically, this study seeks to determine whether
these Google databases can be used to shed light
on the spatial and temporal variation in hurricane
information seeking. We discuss the informationseeking behavior of one subgroup of the population,
Google users, with respect to the type of information searched for and the timing of the searches.
This paper examines the normalized frequency of
searches for the term “hurricane” and illustrates
differences in regional search patterns using freely
available Google data. We then examine search
volume changes for Florida, Louisiana, and Texas
during the 2008 hurricane season. To supplement the
discussion of the Google search data, geolocated Internet Protocol (IP) data from Weather Underground
(www.wunderground.com/), a particular online
site for weather forecast information, are analyzed
to determine if the patterns in online information
seeking are similar. Characteristics such as issuance
of watches and warning as well as location in the 3and 5-day forecast cones are used to explain increases
or decreases in search volume index among different
locations. We conclude by discussing the limitations
of these searchable databases and the implications of
this study for hurricane warning communication.
GOOGLE TRENDS. At a very coarse temporal
scale, one would expect hurricane information seeking to be cyclical, with peaks during hurricane season
and lulls in the remainder of the year. To begin the
analysis, Google Trends (www.google.com/trends),
which allows users to track the relative frequency
of up to five terms, was used to look for evidence of
this expected cyclical variation. Searching the word
“hurricane” using Google Trends shows a predictable seasonal pattern. Yearly spikes in hurricane
searches also appear to be related to the severity of
the storms making landfall. Google Trends indicates
that the highest indexed search volume from 2004–08
occurred in September 2005—first after Hurricane
Katrina made landfall and then later in the month as
Hurricane Rita approached. The search volume index
(SVI) was nearly as high in 2004 during the Florida
hurricane landfalls (Charley, Frances, Ivan, and
Jeanne), but about half the size in 2008 (See Fig. 1).
Searches for “National Hurricane Center” are
plotted in Fig. 1 along with the “hurricane” searches.
The two search volumes follow a very similar pattern and are positively correlated (Spearman’s

r = 0.69, p = .000). One notable
difference that is difficult to spot
on the chart in Fig. 1 is that the
difference between high-SVI seasons and low-SVI seasons is greater
for the search term “hurricane”
than for the search term “National
Hurricane Center.” It is not possible
to explain with certainty, but one
possible explanation is that searches
for “hurricane” capture not only
those people interested in the forecast, but also people interested in
seeing damage pictures, checking
on the relief effort, or other related factors. The highest SVI for
“hurricane” occurred during the
Fig. 1. Weekly search volume index for the term “hurricane” and the
week of 18 September 2005 prior
term “National Hurricane Center” over the 2004–08 period.
to Hurricane Rita making landfall.
The highest SVI for “National Hurricane Center”
Twenty-four metro areas were selected to include
occurred the week of 29 August 2004, remaining both coastal and adjacent inland properties (Fig. 2).
high through the week of 12 September 2004. During In addition to the coastal and inland areas in Gulf
this period, Hurricanes Frances, Ivan, Jeanne, and and Atlantic states, two far inland locations (Kansas
Karl threatened or made landfall. Searches for both City, Missouri, and Columbus, Ohio) were selected
terms were high from August through September to represent a national interest well removed from the
of 2005; however, SVI for “hurricane” was approxi- strongest impacts of the landfalling hurricanes. New
mately the same during the weeks when Hurricanes York City was also included as a coastal and national
Katrina (15.9) and Rita (16.6) made landfall. The location. New York was not directly impacted by any
SVI for “National Hurricane Center” increased of the 2004–09 hurricanes; however, New York has
from 0.6 to 1.5 for the same two weeks, showing a suffered its share of historical direct hits.
greater interest in the NHC forecasts for Hurricane
Cluster analysis, which is a set of statistical methRita than for those prior to Hurricane Katrina. This ods for finding natural groupings in a data set, was
could indicate the influence of Hurricane Katrina utilized to group SVI values from metropolitan areas
on subsequent information seeking, but it could also into similar hurricane information-seeking regions.
reflect a difference in regional search behavior.
Although there are three main techniques of cluster
analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis is preferred
REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN HURRICANE because it is generally used with smaller sample sizes
INFORMATION SEEKING. If regional differ- (Senkbeil and Sheridan 2006). Within hierarchical
ences in information seeking are detected it could cluster analysis there are several methods of linking
potentially facilitate better communication between clusters together. In the Statistical Package for the
forecasters and the public. Questions arise as to Social Sciences (SPSS), version 17, we used the dewhether information is sought only if the storm is fault between-groups linkage on the June–December
forecast to be a threat to a region or if information 2004–09 normalized data from each metropolitan
is sought throughout hurricane season once activity area with the search term “hurricane.” The largest
has begun. It is useful to determine whether or not decrease in within-group similarity was between
these regional differences are related to changes in four and five clusters, suggesting that there are five
the positions of forecasted storm tracks. Using the natural groups, or clusters, present in the data. These
general search term “hurricane,” Google Insights, five clusters were named according to common geowhich allows several terms, locations, or time periods graphical characteristics of the region or metro areas
to be compared, was used to track SVI by month in 24 within each cluster (see Fig. 2).
metropolitan (metro) areas in the eastern and central
Hurricane threat explained much of the five
United States between 2004 and 2009. Data were not clusters’ spatial distribution; however, this is not
available prior to 2004.
always the case. Many adjacent metro areas appeared
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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Fig . 2. Search volume index (SVI) for the five hurricane information-seeking regions compared with
landfalling hurricane tracks 2004–08. (No hurricanes made landfall in 2006.)
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to be closely monitoring the changing forecasts of
hurricanes potentially impacting the larger regional
area. Other adjacent areas, such as New Orleans and
Mobile, have distinct differences in their informationseeking behaviors. Discrepancies like this are best explained by differences in hurricane magnitude, landfall location, and post-landfall information seeking
about major hurricanes like Katrina. Differences are
not likely the result of differences in internet usage.
States and metropolitan areas have varying levels of
internet penetration, but SVI data are normalized by
the total traffic in each region, allowing locations with
different levels of internet traffic to be compared. A
Kruskal–Wallis test indicated statistically significant
differences present in the distributions of the five
clusters (p = .02); the most significant was between the
Wilmington and FloraBama regions (p < .01). A brief
explanation of each hurricane information-seeking
region follows.
The National/Katrina region (indicated by
blue squares on Fig. 2) is the most geographically
dispersed among the five regions. Many inland
locations such as Dallas–Fort Worth (DFW),
Jackson, Atlanta, and Charlotte had SVI distributions closely resembling the national profiles of
Kansas City, Columbus, and New York. National
profiles reflect higher normalized interest in largemagnitude events, and this is largely dominated
by the active 2004 hurricane season in Florida and
subsequently by Hurricane Katrina. The coastal
cities of Charleston, Norfolk, and New Orleans also
fall into this region. Charleston was brushed by
four weak tropical systems in this period (see the
NHC Archives available online at www.nhc.noaa.
gov/pastall.shtml#tcr; hereafter simply called NHC
Archives) but experienced no direct hits and thus
resembled a more national profile. New Orleans
had a large spike in searches associated with Katrina
both before and after the storm. Outside of Katrina
and Rita, New Orleans area residents did not seek a
relatively high amount of hurricane information.
The south Texas region (green triangles), comprising Corpus Christi and Harlingen/Brownsville,
displayed a relatively high number of searches in July
2005 (Hurricane Emily), August 2007 (Tropical Storm
Erin), July 2008 (Hurricane Dolly), and September
2008 (Hurricane Ike). The influence of Ike, which
ultimately impacted the Houston metro area, was
likely the result of the forecast track being aimed at
south Texas on 9 September 2008. Erin was a tropical
storm and never approached hurricane strength yet
it appears to have spawned numerous “hurricane”
searches in south Texas in August 2007 (Fig. 2).
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

The western Gulf region (yellow pentagons) shows
relatively high search interest in September 2005
(Hurricane Rita), August 2008 (Hurricane Gustav
landfall 1 September), and September 2008 (Ike). In
September 2007 Hurricane Humberto made landfall
in the region but it developed and made landfall so
quickly that it did not generate as much search interest
(see Fig. 2).
The FloraBama region (red circles) was characterized by the influence of the 2004 hurricane season
during which a relatively high number of searches
were made in September 2004. Peninsular Florida was
impacted by Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne while
coastal Alabama and the western panhandle experienced Hurricane Ivan. Curiously, the FloraBama
region showed substantially lower information
seeking in September 2005 when all other regions had
very high interest. This region’s search interest peaked
when a threat was looming and noticeably decreased
in the presence of nonthreatening hurricanes.
Wilmington, North Carolina (grey octagon), is
a singular metro area that did not conform to any
particular regional information seeking. This finding
is robust across the majority of hierarchical clustering methods, with the notable exception of Ward’s
method. Wilmington showed increased searches
in conjunction with Hurricanes Alex, Charley,
and Gaston in August 2004. Only Charley made a
direct hit as a minimal category 1 hurricane (NHC
Archives). Wilmington also had high relative interest
in September 2004 when no hurricanes threatened the
area or were forecasted to threaten the area. Several
weak storms directly hit or brushed Wilmington on
5 September (Hurricane Ophelia), 6 August (Tropical
Storm Ernesto), and 8 September (Tropical Storm
Hanna).
Although five unique hurricane-seeking regions
were identified, a few robust trends were observed in
hurricane information seeking. With the exception
of the national metro areas, most coastal locations
appeared to exhibit a higher SVI when a hurricane
was a potential threat on the 5- and 3-day cones. In
many regions a higher normalized regional search
interest peaked when a hurricane or tropical storm
was projected to make landfall at least 3 days out,
and especially 5 days out. Thus, regardless of storm
intensity regional search peaks occurred with a long
forecasted lead time. Inland metro areas also displayed search interest peaks when the track of a major
hurricane was forecast to impact that location and
still be above or near hurricane strength. Catastrophic
major hurricanes, such as Katrina, generated national
search interest and this was reflected in the search
august 2011
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profiles of numerous metro areas, which most likely
included extensive searching post-landfall.
CASE STUDY OF 20 08 HURRICANES
GUSTAV AND IKE. Using Google Insight data. To
provide a more in-depth look at web searches prior
to a hurricane, SVI values for Florida, Louisiana,
and Texas were compared using Google Insights
from 15 August to 15 September 2008. This time
period included two hurricanes and a tropical storm
(Tropical Storm Fay and Hurricanes Gustav and Ike)
that threatened Louisiana and Texas and five named
storms that threatened Florida (the above three, plus
Hurricane Hanna and Tropical Storm Josephine).
From 3 to 13 September, Hurricane Ike was the only
tropical cyclone threatening Texas or Louisiana.
Figure 3 shows daily variation in SVI for the term
hurricane over this one-month period. Landfalls of
Tropical Storm Fay and Hurricanes Gustav and Ike
are labeled. Searches associated with Fay (Florida)
and Gustav (Louisiana) showed a steady increase
in SVI until the day of landfall followed by a sharp
decrease after landfall. The pattern is similar to
SVI in Texas before Ike. Ike made landfall in the
very early morning hours of 13 September, so most
web searches that date would have been after the
hurricane made landfall. Louisiana’s SVI before
Gustav increased incrementally with each of the
following forecast items: the 5-day forecast showing
Gustav moving into the Gulf of Mexico, the 5-day
forecast track showing a landfall in Louisiana, a
forecast showing Louisiana in the 3-day cone of error, a forecasted landfall in Louisiana on the 3-day
track along with a hurricane watch, and finally a
hurricane warning.
What is interesting to note in Fig. 3 is that while
searches before Fay and Gustav were marked by

Fig . 3. Google Insights SVI for the term “hurricane”
Louisiana, and Texas.
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steady increases, the searches before Ike experienced
more fluctuation. This fluctuation may be the result
of a less consistent forecast track. The average official
track errors for Ike were lower than Gustav and Fay
for nearly every forecast period (NHC Archives).
However, the position of the 5-day cone of error
during Ike’s lifespan gave the appearance that it
would make landfall in Florida during 3–5 September,
Louisiana during 6–8 September, and Texas during
8–13 September. On 8 September, the forecast cone
was centered around the Texas/Louisiana border
until the 5 p.m. EDT (2100 UTC) advisory, when the
track shifted to a landfall on the central Texas coast.
Twelve hours later (900 UTC), the track indicated a
landfall south of Corpus Christi. By the end of the
day on 9 September, the forecast track indicated a
landfall near the Galveston area, where it eventually
made landfall. In contrast, Fay always appeared as if
it would make landfall in Florida and Gustav always
appeared that it would make landfall in Louisiana.
[The reader may wish to visit the NHC Tropical
Cyclone Advisory (Graphics) Archive at www.nhc.
noaa.gov/archive/2008/index.shtml for an animation
of each storm’s forecast cone/track.]
The fluctuation in Ike’s forecast track corresponds
to the fluctuation in SVI in Fig. 3. Florida’s SVI increased from 3 to 5 September, during which time
Ike appeared as if it might make landfall there. Once
the 5-day forecast track moved away from Florida
on 5–6 September, interest in the storm shifted to
Louisiana, even though all but extreme northeast and
northwest Florida remained in the forecast cone. At
the very point when SVI decreased in Florida, it began
to increase in Louisiana. Similarly, interest among
Louisianans dropped from 8–10 September while
the track shifted southwest to Texas. Watches for the
whole Louisiana coast were issued on 10 September,
but this was not enough to drive
SVI higher on that date. Louisiana
experienced a rebound in SVI on
11 September once portions of the
state were under hurricane and
tropical storm warnings. The actual
location of the hurricane at this point
was also closer to New Orleans than
its forecast landfall location. Broad
et al. (2007, p. 654) noted NHC forecasters’ reluctance “to make drastic
changes from one advisory to the
next,” instead favoring less extreme
changes. The rapid decrease in SVI
with even subtle track changes supfor Florida,
ports this reluctance.

Using weather underground data.
Google data track internet searches
but may not indicate an actual click
through to a hurricane-related website. To determine if the same trackrelated patterns existed in online
weather media, a similar analysis
was conducted on a small sample of
IP data from Weather Underground
(WU). The WU website was the website used most frequently after that
of the National Hurricane Center in
a recent study of hurricane information seeking (A. Schumacher et al.
2008, report submitted to the Natural
Hazards Center). When a web user
visits the WU site, the web server
Fig. 4. Normalized daily visits to the Weather Underground (WU)
associates the user’s IP address with a
website from 16 Aug to 15 Sep 2008.
specific city using MaxMind’s GeoIP
database (see www.maxmind.com/
app/ip-location). In the United States, this database
Figure 4 shows how the daily tally of visits among
can geolocate an IP address with less than 25 miles Florida, Louisiana, and Texas changed with time
error for 83% of the cities. WU tallies the number of from 16 August to 15 September 2008. The amount
visits from each city on a daily basis. This allows WU of visits to WU by state followed the pattern of
to track how often people in different geographical Google SVI shown in Fig. 3, indicating that people
regions go to the site for weather information. To were taking action to obtain hurricane-related
facilitate comparison of trends in the geolocated data, information after searching for possible sources.
each location’s daily tally is normalized by the average WU binned the geolocated visit counts in a 0.75°
of the previous 30 days’ tallies.
× 0.75° resolution regular latitude–longitude grid

Fig. 5. Geographical distribution of site visitors during 1–12 Sep 2008 (the time prior to Hurricane Ike making
landfall).
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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to determine how the geographical distribution of
site visitors changed with the approach of a hurricane. More users in Florida, Georgia, and South
Carolina visited WU as Hanna and Ike threatened
their locations from 1–4 September 2008 (Fig. 5).
More inland users also visited WU in northern
Louisiana and Arkansas during 1–3 September
2008 as the remnants of Gustav lingered. Interest
was also evident in South Florida on 5 September
as Hurricane Ike was forecast to make a landfall in
the Miami region. However, as the potential of a
Miami landfall diminished on 6–8 September, so
did the amount of visits from that region. Instead,
with the potential of a landfall on the Louisiana/
Texas border, traffic from that region rose sharply.
Traffic to WU mirrors shifts in the forecast location
as Ike approached Houston on 9–10 September. Both
WU traffic and Google searches from Louisiana decreased on 9 September as the track shifted toward
Texas. The image from 12 September, the day before
Ike made landfall, illustrated a shift in the distribution of higher than normal traffic away from the
immediate impact of Ike. Loss of power associated
with landfall and a reduction in potential users due
to evacuation are the likely reasons for this shift in
usage patterns.
Using Google Hot Trends. The previous results have
shown the pattern of Google searches in the days
leading up to Hurricanes Gustav and Ike. This section discusses how searches for weather information
fit into the overall context of web searching for those
days using Google Hot Trends (www.google.com/
trends/hottrends). Google Hot Trends currently
lists the 20 most searched-for terms on a particular
date. Unlike the other two methods discussed, Hot
Trends does not require the pre-selection of a search
term, just a date. Hourly charts show how searches
for those 20 terms rose or fell over a 24-h period.
When the analysis began, Hot Trends listed the top
100 search terms. Google has since reduced this to 40
and then 20. The results presented here are based on
the top 40 search terms, which were still available at
the time of analysis.
Each day from 15 August to 15 September was
searched for terms related to tropical cyclones, then
specifically about Gustav or Ike. Gustav formed on
25 August 2008. On 24 August, no reference to any
Atlantic tropical cyclone was found on the top 100
“hot trends.” One day later, however, public interest in Gustav was captured by Google Hot Trends,
identifying “Tropical Storm Gustav” as the seventh
most popular search term for that date (Table 1).
982 |
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(Other top-10 search items were primarily political
figures because of the occurrence of the Democratic
National Convention). Searches for Tropical Storm
Gustav began to rise at 1700 UTC, briefly peaking
at 2000 UTC before falling. Searches for Hurricane
Gustav peaked at 2100 UTC, which was actually about
3 h before it was classified a hurricane by the National
Hurricane Center (Beven and Kimberlain 2009).
Search volume for Hurricane Gustav remained high
through 0300 UTC before falling. The following day,
searches focused on the track of Hurricane Gustav,
with “projected path of Hurricane Gustav” (#9), “Path
of Hurricane Gustav” (#15), and “Hurricane Gustav
tracking” (#17) appearing frequently. The only location with an SVI great enough to be captured by Hot
Trends was the New Orleans area.
Some similarities existed between Gustav and Ike.
“Tropical Storm Ike” also made the list as soon as it
was named on 1 September. “Hurricane Ike computer
model” was a hot search item on 6 September (#18)
and “Hurricane Ike track” registered (at #39) on
8 September. Houstonians appeared to use Google
more to prepare for evacuations from Hurricane Ike
than Louisiana residents prior to Hurricane Gustav.
If this is an accurate assessment, this difference could
be due to higher levels of education in the Houston
metropolitan area compared to the New Orleans
metropolitan area (see www.census.gov) or because
of Houstonians’ past experiences either taking in
evacuees or waiting in traffic in Hurricane Rita. It is
also possible that other hot terms were not as competitive during Ike. Hot search terms on 11 September
included “77058” (a Houston zip code; #8), “Houston
traffic” (#22), “Houston evacuation zones” (#34), “City
of Houston” (#36), and “77062” (another Houston zip
code; #37). The fifth hottest search term was a hurricane preparedness website called “Houston hide from
the wind.” Unlike the search terms about the forecast
track of Hurricane Ike, these evacuation-related terms
all peaked in the morning, soon after evacuations
were ordered. Additionally, 11–12 September search
terms indicated that gas prices were a concern, with
four gas price searches in the top 40. It was unclear
whether these searches were related to evacuation
planning or whether they were from other areas
concerned that Hurricane Ike might cause a surge in
gas prices. No one metropolitan area figured most
prominently in the searches, which lends support to
the latter idea. Finally, a similarity between Hurricane Gustav and Ike searches was the predominance
of landfall-related terms on the landfall date. This
included three terms related to Galveston webcams
as well as “Hurricane Ike pictures.”

LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS. The this type of methodology can or should, however, rechange in Google Hot Trends limiting results to only place traditional survey methodology, even as online
the top 40 search terms limited the effectiveness of surveys are becoming more popular.
this method for depicting hurricane searches. Many
Research on search engine use indicates that web
hurricane-related terms associated with Gustav were queries are motivated by three general intents: to
in the bottom 50 of the top 100. The further reduc- locate a certain website, to find specific information,
tion to the top 20 limits this method for future use. or to perform some activity (Broder 2002). All are
There were other limitations in the data. Not all data applicable in the hurricane scenario. Searches for
are available for all metropolitan areas. Also, the raw “National Hurricane Center” ranked as one of the
data are not available due to privacy
Table 1. Listing of all hurricane-related topics that made
concerns. Data are also normalized
Google’s top 40 “Hot Trends” from 25 Aug to 15 Sep 2008.
by Google to an arbitrary point.
Methods of making searches more
Date
Search term
Ranking
user-friendly such as auto-comple25 Aug
Tropical Storm Gustav
7
tion of search terms may also skew
26 Aug
Projected path of hurricane Gustav
9
the terms people actually search for.
Path of hurricane Gustav
15
The most popular searches change
Hurricane Gustav tracking
16
frequently, so it would not necessarily be possible to go back and
27 Aug
Hurricane Gustav track
21
determine what auto-completions
28 Aug
Tropical Storm Hannah
30
were available at the time of the
1 Sep
Plaquemines Parish
2
initial search.
Cocodrie LA
5
Care should also be taken when
Cocodrie
Louisiana
10
using these data to draw conclusions about the population. The data
River gauge
22
discussed above were based only the
Tropical Storm Ike
31
subset of the population that uses the
Industrial canal New Orleans LA
38
internet. Internet usage is greater
6 Sep
Hurricane Ike computer model
18
for those who are more educated
8 Sep
Hurricane Ike track
39
and who are white or Asian (United
11 Sep
Houston hide from the wind
5
States Census Bureau 2009). Texas
and Louisiana have different demo77058
8
graphic characteristics in terms of
gas prices*
20
race and education, but the level of
Houston traffic
22
internet penetration is very similar
Houston evacuation zones
34
(United States Census Bureau 2009).
City
of
Houston
36
Still, the possibilities for using such
search data, especially when com77062
37
bined with additional private data,
12 Sep
Bolivar Peninsula
11
remain unbounded. Surveys conGas prices by zip code*
15
ducted before hurricane landfalls are
Galveston
web
cameras
20
extremely rare so the types of interGalveston webcams
26
net data discussed in this paper (even
though the WU data are not publicly
Galveston, TX
27
available) can provide some of the
Hurricane Ike pictures
28
same information as survey data.
Surfside Beach, TX
29
Face-to-face and mail surveys are
Galveston webcam
36
also expensive, whereas the Google
13 Sep
Hurricane Ike damage
30
search data are free. Additionally,
Google Trends and Hot Trends data
14 Sep
Centerpoint Energy
18
are updated so frequently that they
* It was not possible to determine whether the searches for gas prices were
provide nearly real-time monitoring
driven by evacuees or other people throughout the country who were
of public interest. It is unlikely that
nervous about a rise in gas prices associated with Hurricane Ike’s path.
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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searches most closely related to “hurricane,” which
would confirm that the National Hurricane Center
is a primary source of hurricane information for internet users (at least those who use the Google search
engine), as others have suggested, and confirms that
web queries during hurricanes follow the same patterns as other searches. Regarding internet searching
during extreme weather such as a hurricane, the
results of this research also suggest that individuals are receiving information about the hurricane
forecast elsewhere (either online or off) and then
seeking additional information online in an attempt
to locate specific information. What individuals are
searching for will become more important as the
proportional importance of official evacuation orders
and statements (Baker 1991) appears to be decreasing
as television and internet source reliance is increasing
over time (Piotrowski and Armstrong 1998; Wilmot
and Mei 2004; Lindell et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2007;
Lee et al. 2009).
Of interest to the weather community, this research provided evidence that the 3- and 5-day track
forecasts do provide a stimulus for additional information seeking during the lifespan of a hurricane
with possible landfall. Changes in the track forecast
were more important in some instances than the
actual location of the hurricane. This supports other
research that suggested members of the public pay
close attention to these graphics (Broad et al. 2007;
Lee et al. 2009). This is important because it helps to
identify the point when people begin to perceive they
are at risk from a hurricane as well as when they no
longer feel at risk. The research conducted using the
Google data was conducted using only publicly available data, which is limited. However, when the Google
data were compared with the data from Weather
Underground, their patterns were very similar. It is
likely that given access to other raw (as opposed to
normalized) search volume data, researchers may
uncover the types of information that stimulate
additional searching as well as show the additional
information individuals seek.
The maps illustrating regional variation in WU
website visits show that online information seeking
prior to a hurricane also changes with variation in
the forecasts. For national weather websites, such as
WU, this means that the bulk of traffic associated
with landfalling hurricanes is from people near and
around the landfall (or forecast landfall) location,
instead of a nationwide audience of weather enthusiasts. To utilize this information, websites could
provide more localized information [such as expert
discussion, links to local bloggers, or local national
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Weather Service (NWS) forecast products] for hurricanes in addition to broad-perspective information
(e.g., NHC products). This would provide the likeliest
users of the site the information they need and draw
in users who are seeking that localized information
via search engines. The fact that search volume decreased so quickly once the forecast track appeared
to move away from an area should be considered by
NHC forecasters and local broadcasters while the
final landfall location can still shift among different
metropolitan areas. This decrease in interest lends
support to making only minor changes to the forecast
when uncertainty remains high.
Also, knowing more about what people search for
during extreme weather events such as a hurricane
makes it possible to dynamically associate information
with the searches (e.g., driving directions for people
near the landfall location). Within a market area, an
analysis of search terms could be performed on any
unique terms used on television broadcasts or in local
National Weather Service discussions to determine if
any spark additional information seeking. This could
assist broadcasters in identifying terms that viewers
either understand or wish to learn more about. It could
also be used to provide information about the salience
of awareness campaigns or new damage mitigation
products. Both datasets also provide some insight into
the level of attention being paid to hurricane information at various stages prior to landfall.
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